GROW
WITH
TIME &
ATTENDANCE

Adding time and attendance to Thomson Reuters
Accounting CS™ Payroll and partnering with Time Rack
has never been easier or more profitable. Time Rack is a
Thomson Reuters preferred partner having worked
worked with them for almost a decade.

What You Get from Time Rack
• Seamless integration with Accounting CS Payroll (since 2013)
• Time Rack T&A experts serve as an extension of your team performing
implementation and ongoing support of your client
• Personalized demos for your clients
• Increased client retention: each value-add makes you “stickier”
• COVID services like Employee Health Screening and Facial Recognition time clocks
• A marketing kit to help make prospecting as easy as implementing Time Rack

Case Study
One firm cut payroll processing by 500 hours/year and increased recurring revenues by
$100,000 with Time Rack. Learn more >

TIME & ATTENDANCE PROSPECTING
In addition to providing personalized demos and all the implementation, training and support
to your clients as an extension of your team, we also want to make it easy as possible to
market, prospect and sell time and attendance.

The Time Rack CPA Marketing Kit

Customizable Time Rack for
Accounting CS brochure

Customizable
Time Rack case studies

Customizable email campaign
with three separate emails

Time Rack website content that
you can use to update yours

If you need help to customize and launch these materials, our
marketing team will do it for you at no charge.

ABOUT TIME RACK
Make payroll processing a “non-event” and get your time back: Time
Rack alleviates stress with time and attendance automation with a
combination of software, time clocks, a mobile app with geofencing,
and HR module that are customized to your needs—all fully integrated
with Accounting CS and used by hundreds of CPAs since 2013. Say
goodbye to manual timekeeping, Excel reporting, paper time cards,
and buddy punching. Get a personalized demo to see how many
hours Time Rack can save every payroll period. Implementation is
conducted by Time Rack experts who will configure all payroll rules,
process the first payroll with you, and train users.
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